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I do not have video of this. Some of my footage malfunctioned and the data was

lost; but a second woman died (or came close). Some people said this happened to

a man but I perceived a woman. She had on shredded (I think) jeans with red

leggings underneath. It was a very...
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intense situation that occurred after I saw several people get trampled, nearly avoiding that myself. She collapsed in the

entryway to the capital building and was trampled. Compressions were preformed on her but I was unable to feel a carotid or

femoral pulse. Several...
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men carried her back to the police line. She was very cyanotic & bleeding from the face.

This happened within the entry hall and directly in front of the entrance to the Capital building in DC. I’m not seeing this

reported or hearing that people are aware of it.
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She collapsed in the entry way to the capital Building. I was filming at the edge of the entrance just outside the flow a large

group of people pressing into & being pressed from behind into the hallway. A large man grabbed from behind, pushed me

into the Frey and said,...

4/?

“you’re going in, get in there,” (I think). And I was fought in the mob and pressed into the entry hallway.

I managed to pull myself into a corner nook against the wall. Moments after, the police inside made a great push outward

against the dozens of people pushing...
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inward. Everyone became packed like sardines unable to move against the flow of bodies. 

 

At this point, the police and citizens began unleashing a sea of spray mace from both sides. It was nearly impossible to 

breathe or keep from panicking. The man next to me passed...
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out but remained standing due to how tightly we were packed. I slapped his face and he revived. About this time, the woman

collapsed, the police overcame the crowd, and I began to see people being seriously trampled as people were fleeing.

The police approached...
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me and were going to mace me and use physical force. I had nowhere to go. I told them that I was press filming the event,

that I was a non combatant, and that I had been pressed into the hallway. They immediately left me alone and moved

forward. A few moments later...
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as I was surrounded by police, front and back, the entryway cleared and an officer directed me to exit then or to remain. I

exited.

After this, I came across the woman laying unconscious, not breathing and the rest was mentioned above.
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